
As McGill students, we are going on a hunger strike to demand that McGill divest and
boycott from the Israeli apartheid state and its ongoing genocide of Palestinians:

A. Divestment

We demand McGill’s full divestment from all companies which directly or indirectly
support Israel’s apartheid state and its’ ongoing genocide against Palestinians, about ~$20
million worth of investments.

(Source: SPHR’s ‘McGill Investments: Police Against Genocide in Palestine,’ Google
Docs, 2023.)

1. Lockheed Martin - Weapons manufacturer - $515 000

For over 50 years, Lockheed Martin has supplied the Israeli occupation army with
weapons used to massacre Palestinians, including the Hellfire 9X missile. This missile is
designed to shred its human targets using sharp blades. A few days ago, an Israeli drone fired this
missile at refugees and patients in Gaza’s Al-Shifa hospital, causing horrific injury and death.
The Hellfire missiles are indiscriminately used to kill civilians, complicit in war crimes in
Palestine, Yemen, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan. Lockheed Martin received 75 billion dollars
in Pentagon contracts in 2021 alone and was charged tens of times for bribery to win contracts
worldwide.

2. Safran - Military technology - $1,507,748

Safran provides equipment to the Israeli police force in the occupied West Bank, which
"imposes military law for Palestinian residents while Israeli settlers are governed by civil law."
There are more than 10,000 Palestinians, including children, currently detained in the West Bank
in deplorable conditions, many held and tortured without charge.

3. Airbus Aerospace - Military technology - $1,547,013

Airbus exports weapons and military technology to Israel. They also directly fund Israeli
aerospace, leasing the Heron drones, which are used to surveil the besieged Gaza Strip. These
weapons are advertised as "tested" on Palestinians.

4. L’Oreal - Makeup - $1,494,613

L'Oreal operates a factory in the illegal settlement Migdal Ha'emek, which is built on the
ethnic cleansing of Palestinians from the village of al-Mujaydil. The company markets "Natural
Sea Beauty" products made with Dead Sea minerals - one third of the Dead Sea's Western shore
lies in the West Bank. Each year, L'Oreal donates annually to the Weizmann Institute of Science
which develops weapons for the Israeli military.

5. Thales SA - Weapons manufacturer - $1,608,930



Thales manufactures weapons including missiles and drones, advertising the "fastest high
velocity missile in the world" capable of "delivering proportional lethality.” Thales also
collaborated with the Israeli Elbit Systems to create the Watchkeeper Drone, modeled after
Elbit's Hermes drone which has been deployed extensively in Gaza to kill Palestinian civilians.
The Watchkeeper drone cost 1.35 billion dollars to develop. Through development and purchase
of weapons, Thales directly funds and profits off of the occupation and genocide of Palestinians.

6. Chevron Corp - Fossil fuels - $1,400,000

On top of being the second largest global polluter in the world and one of the most
environmentally destructive corporations ever, is the main fossil fuel extractor for Israel, mainly
through the Leviathan Gas Field. Chevron is complicit in the illegal transfer of fossil gas to
Egypt which crosses Gaza and owes millions in transfer fees to Palestinians.

Chevron also supports the proposed Eastmed pipeline which would travel through
Occupied Palestine. Oil extraction is a major incentive for the ongoing genocide in Gaza, with
Israel illegally pillaging off-shore gas of the besieged Gaza Strip. In the past week, Israel
awarded 12 licenses for oil exploration off the coast of Gaza to international fossil fuel
companies. While Israel exploits the coast of Gaza, it uses oil exploration to justify denying
Gazans the right to swim, fish, or boat in their waters, which they impose with brutal and deadly
force.

7. Coca-Cola - Food & drink - UNDISCLOSED

Coca-Cola operates a factory in the Atarot settlement. This settlement is illegal under
international law and is built upon the takeover of Palestinian land and forced removal of
Palestinian communities.

8. RBC - Bank - $10,600,000

RBC have significant (worth 58 billion US) shares in Palantir, a mass surveillance system
that provides Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools to the Israeli military for surveillance of
Palestinians. These systems "circumvent warrant procedures", providing military and police
forces with "vast amounts of information" about civilians.

9. Volvo - Vehicles - UNDISCLOSED

Volvo provides armored buses for illegal Israeli settlements. Volvo equipment has also
been used to demolish Palestinian homes.

Despite denying accountability for demolition, Volvo is the co-owner of Merkavim Ltd,
an Israeli transport company that produced these buses and provides them to settlements in the
Occupied West Bank that are illegal under international law. In doing so, Volvo enables settler
violence against Palestinians. Throughout 2023 there averaged 3 instances of settler violence per
day, which has doubled to 7 per day in the past month. Settler violence, which includes setting
homes and trees on fire and physically attacking and killing Palestinians, including children, is



enabled and supported by the Zionist regime. In the past month, the Israeli defense minister has
purchased 10,000 assault rifles to be distributed to settlers, who often commit attacks in tandem
with the Israeli police force and face no legal repercussions.

10. Unilever - Food & drink - $663,685

After Ben & Jerry's board of directors took a "principled" stance of solidarity by voting to
not sell their products in "present-day Israel and its illegal settlements in the occupied Palestinian
territory (OPT)", Unilever PLC - which owns Ben and Jerry's - sold its interests to Israeli
licensee AQP. In this repressive action, the CEO of Unilever wrote “We have never expressed
any support for the BDS movement and have no intention of changing that position." In
supressing and denouncing BDS, a peaceful form of protest called for by the Palestinian people,
Unilever is complicit in the ongoing genocide in Palestine.

11. AXA - French multinational insurance - UNDISCLOSED

A 2022 research report of the civil society coalition “Don’t Buy Into Occupation”
(DBIO) shows that by May 2021, AXA was also investing a total of $845 million USD in
"additional companies involved in illegal Israeli settlements, among them General Mills,
Manitou, CETCO Mineral Technology Group, RE/MAX Holdings, Solvay and Terex".

AXA signed on to the UN Global Compact, yet further supports illegal settlements
through investment in Israeli banks which finance them.

12. Leumi Bank - Israeli bank - UNDISCLOSED

Leumi is deeply complicit in financing the theft of Palestinian and Syrian land for the
construction of settlements in violation of international law.

They also assist settlers in buying properties in illegal settlements and operate branches in
occupied West Bank and Syrian Golan Heights colonies.

Israeli banks’ complicity in settlement construction has landed them on the UN’s
database of companies profiting from Israel’s war crimes in occupied territory.

B. Boycott

We also demand that McGill cut all of its academic ties with the Israeli state, including
cutting ties with Israeli universities as well as removing from its curriculum classes with ties to
Israel.

1. Ben Gurion University of the Negev

2. Hebrew University of Jerusalem



3. Technion-Israel Institute of Technology

4. Tel Aviv University

McGill’s complicity is not limited to investments, it extends to the network of exchanges
and memoranda of understanding with Israeli educational institutions which are deeply
implicated in the atrocities of the Israeli state. Ben Gurion University of the Negev has racist
policies and is involved with the army and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has expanded
their campus on occupied palestinian land, which violates the fourth Geneva convention of 1949,
article 49. Technion Institute and Tel Aviv University are both heavily involved in military
research and development. According to one professor, “Military R&D in Israel would not exist
without the universities. They carry out all the basic scientific investigation, which is then
developed either by defense industries or the army.” Tel Aviv University's Greenberg National
Institute of Forensic Medicine has for a long time directly assisted in the state's policy of
detaining the dead bodies of killed Palestinians. Tel Aviv University, has developed weapons and
the Dayhiya doctrine, a method of war crime that calls for disproportionate use of force against
civilians. Technion-Israel Institute of Technology is heavily and openly involved in military
research and development (R&D), while Another formal partner of McGill, the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, hosts a military intelligence training program, while its very rooftops
have been used by Israeli snipers to shoot protesters in the Palestinian neighborhoods of
Jerusalem.

5. Desautels Faculty of Management: Comparing Startup Ecosystems in Israel & Canada:
Finance and OB perspectives

(ORGB 434 & FINE 434)

6. Faculty of Engineering: Building a Winning Business Plan

(FACC 501)

Both of these courses engage in Techwashing, where tech innovation is portrayed as a
neutral force of social progress, when in reality, Israel’s high-tech market plays an instrumental
role in genocide and settler-colonialism. These courses play a key role in techwashing the
genocidal nature of settler colonialism, through the promotion of ‘innovative’ tech startups. One
of the companies Desautels students visited is Au10tix, which creates facial recognition
technology, the same software that Israeli authorities use to heavily surveil Palestinians
throughout the West Bank. Amnesty International states that the function of these tools is “to
consolidate existing practices of discriminatory policing, segregation, and [curb] freedom of
movement, violating Palestinians’ basic rights.”

These courses are also unique at McGill because they are both heavily subsidized by
Zionist donors. The Start-Up Nation Experiential learning trip to Israel (FACC 501). course
website advertises “Almost all expenses covered by a generous gift from the Gerald Schwartz-



Heather Reisman Foundation.” These donors also created the Heseg foundation for ‘lone
soldiers’, which provides bursaries to foreigners who want to join the Israeli Defense Force.
Reisman and Schwartz are supporting genocide of Palestinians by funding settler mercenaries.
The McGill-Israel Entrepreneurship Program: Israel Study Trip is also nearly fully funded by an
undisclosed donor.


